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 This paper aims to interrogate the correlation and cooperation between academic 

environment and executive and administrative parts of sports industry in Iran based on a 

document analysis approach. In fact, this study has been run in the mode of 
retrospective studies through documents analysis. To meet this end, documents, 

regulations, organizational charts, interviews, archival resources and the reports of the 

cooperation between sports organizations and academic bodies have been scrutinized 
subtly. The ultimate results have been anatomized within three main categorizations: 

summery and conclusion of experts’ ideas in regards of archival resources, accordance 

of regulations and organizational charts and their reports for collaboration with the 
other academic parts and sports bodies  and finally; five year- reports of  physical 

education departments of the universities. Furthermore, this research has demonstrated 
and juxtaposed the present structural model and ideal form for the cooperation and 

collaboration between these two entities too. The eventual outcomes of this research 

have illustrated that the standpoint of media’s experts, professors and the managers of 
scientific sports centers have  more convergence in comparison with the executive 

managers. Moreover, this survey has elucidated two main facts: 1. no appropriate unit 

has been devoted in the organizational charts for more dynamic interaction between 
sports organizations and academic bodies; contrary to the targeted goals of the 

regulations, 2. the reports of the performances were not in compatible with 

organizational tasks posts too. In parallel with these outcomes, the account of physical 
education offices of different faculties and universities has illuminated that; 

notwithstanding high amount of mutual programs and assistance between academic and 

sports bodies; like coaching classes, research programs, seminars, conferences, 
workshops, internships for coaches and professors and their reciprocal publications, the 

quality of their work probably cannot be considered as well as expected. Accordingly, 

the results have revealed that there is no suitable cooperation between academic 
environment and sports bodies that can be attributed to many structural and 

programmatic reasons. Consequently, it seems that the collaboration of these two 

bodies should be increased by privatization of these two entities, ratification of more 
cooperative rules and regulations, and finally holding more common projects and 

seminars between them. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 In the 21
st
 century, science and knowledge are considered as the strategic and outstanding resources that are 

even more significant than natural and economic resources. In this respect, the role of the universities as the 

main entities to respond the requests of the society, especially in terms of technology cannot be neglected [10]. 

Consequently, the relationship between university and sports is observed as a kind of comprehensive model of 

their association between university and industry or something in their accordance. In fact, their cooperation can 

be run within provision of necessary budget by the industry and preparation of faculty members and knowledge-

based environment which finally will lead in enhancing the inventions and research in this respect. Actually, 

Government can consolidate this kind of cooperation via provision of enough motivational structures too [5]. 

This type of collaboration between university and industry is assumed as the best instances of contractual 
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agreements; mostly in terms of utilization of scientific and research activities of the universities in the arena of 

industries’ experience to reach the particular target and goal [1]. As a result, the accountability of educational 

and scientific centers in correspondence with social, cultural and industrial demand has been accentuated in 

Iran’s fifth development plan. Therefore, the relationship between university and industry is supposed as a 

meaningful and profound correlation. Indeed, Sports, as a part of industry or an industry per se, is considered as 

a pervasive one that has specific position in the social system and cornerstone of the society [2,3]. 

Consequently, the accurate liability of country’s educational and research system of physical education and 

sports for sporting bodies’ requests is contemplated as one of the key parts of strategic and developing plans of 

country. Fundamentally, the main association of university and sports has been abridged based on service 

functions. In this respect, UNESCO has underlined the chief three functions of academic and higher educational 

system that can be regarded as: generation of knowledge, training and development and dissemination of 

knowledge [16]. Therefore, the relationship between universities and sports can be deduced in three forms: 

1.Training, 2. Research, 3. Consulting Services [1]. This knowledge-based function of the universities has an 

overwhelming role in the prospering and flourishing of the societies, significantly in regards of sports 

development of a country that appertains to the research and development studies of sports. Really, two 

revolutions have taken place based on the internal academic dynamics and external implications over academic 

structures. The first one can be referred to the last 19
th

 century in Germany where the primarily teaching 

institutions took on the role of research and knowledge generation activities. In The second one, universities not 

only undertook to innovative and technological research that led in economic and social progress; but also 

reached consensus about changing methodological training system from individual to the organizational one 

(entrepreneurship) and personal to the group. Accordingly, universities as the supreme and dominant 

educational structure can provide scientific development, technology and public safety on the threshold of the 

third millennium [21,4,15]. In Iran, the association and cooperation between university and industry commenced 

with University of Tehran in 1934. In the first phase (1934-1961), the cooperation of university and industry has 

been established based on training and coordination of the universities with the new imported industries and 

establishment of required majors and courses for newly established industries. In the second phase (1961-1981) 

university apprentices have been sending to the industrial-governmental organizations to be familiarized with 

the new imported technologies. In the third phase (1981-1992), the government made some efforts to expand the 

cooperation between university and industry from training to research too. And finally in the fourth lap [22,9]; 

the government endeavored to stabilize the cooperative association between universities and industries trough 

foundation of technological and scientific estates and parks [18]. However, this procedure of collaboration 

between industry and university illustrates that this relationship has not been run systematically and has 

elucidated no well-planned and standardized content and target; contrary to the countries benefit from mutual 

and robust reciprocal collaboration and coordination between their universities and industries [17,8]. In fact, the 

cooperation and correlation between industry and university have been driven from a historical context; mainly 

anchored in national necessities and requirements in accordance with practical purposes that in the case of their 

sustainable collaboration would result in industrial development and hence, economic and social progress 

[7,24]. In parallel with aforementioned issues, the scrutiny and analysis of the experts’ ideas and their 

viewpoints, alongside the other evidences, have proved that there is no appropriate structural cooperation 

between university and sports industry that can be inferred as one of the main challenges and obstacles for the 

development and expansion of sports industry in our country. Irrefutably, the predominant approaches in the 

most of the critiques assert that the cooperation between university and sports should be in the way that their 

ultimate outcomes lead in some practical and functional research in which organizational sports can exploit 

them to reach a convergence between executive bodies and universities. As a matter of fact, 83% of university 

professors and faculty members believe that there is a trifle proportion of research in budget research of the 

country. Unfortunately, it seems that academic entities are indifferent towards sports and its cultural, moral, 

philosophical, historical and social dimensions whereas the barriers and impediments of sports should be put 

forward in the universities to devise the logical and reasonable solutions for them within different classes, 

seminars, theses and speeches.  Presently, the results of enormous costs of research in regards of miscellaneous 

parts of country’s sports have illuminated no utilization of them practically. Accordingly, there should be a 

subtle anatomization among universities and their correlation with sporting executive bodies to solve this 

problem. Generally, the performance of governmental sections in the field of sports has not been satisfactory; 

this feature alongside combination of costly and low-qualified proffered services has made the majority of the 

society so reluctant to participate in sport activities. It should be regarded that the inefficiency and inadequacy in 

governmental management in the field of sports have distracted the ideas to the other parts of the sports [23,13]. 

Nonetheless, it should be taken into consideration that the weak collaboration between industry and university in 

Iran; regardless of some structural reasons that can be traced back to their incoherence as well as macro-

economic, social, cultural and industrial constructions, has been mainly emanated from the lack of appropriate 

mediators between them to link and manage their correlation and managerial problems in both macro and micro 

level of them [12,14,3]. In fact, all of aforesaid issues demonstrate the salience and importance of the issue in 
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regards of experts’ perspective. Actually, various surveys have been carried out in terms of provision for more 

cooperation between university and industry; for example Manafi has cited that their association and 

collaboration can be reached just through some prerequisites like supplying more industrial research-based 

opportunities between these two entities, observing research centers consist of faculty members and ultimately, 

creation of a dynamic milieu in the universities to sort out the problems [20,14,21]. In this regard, Faez, in his 

evaluation of predominant obstacles between university and industry, has primarily ascribed them to legal and 

cultural barriers, university-based projects that are not in demand, inefficiency of apprenticeship courses and 

eventually inadequacy of university majors in accordance with the industries’ requirements [18,6]. In this 

respect, Hajian has asserted that the 80% of research capacities of the universities has remained ineffective and 

futile; overwhelmingly due to their delicate partnership that stem from insufficient trust between industry and 

university bodies and authorized constrains [8]. He has emphasized that “unfortunately, the majority of our 

industrial parts has been dependent mainly on the foreign companies; as a result, preparation of a comprehensive 

plan for industrial parts seem to be so vital”. Also, Bagher Nejad [2007] has pointed out that the reinforcement 

of these two entities hinges on more common cooperation between industry and university trough mutual work 

and research, running industrial projects by the academic bodies, usage of academic outcomes in the industrial 

sections, reciprocal reliance between industry and universities, commodification of academic outcomes and 

projects in industrial parts and strengthening of academic capabilities to solve the industrial problems [3]. 

 As a result, the efficient collaboration will be achieved just through a comprehensive modeling. 

Nevertheless, as the overseas modeling is not in accordance with domestic and national structures; a new model 

and pattern should be initiated in Iran’s sports industry that is In compliance with the national structures and 

tenets. In fact, the most of the studies in the field of sports management, in its macro level, has been run just 

through questionnaires and evaluation of experts’ opinions; rather than index evaluation methods and document 

analysis. Actually, index evaluation methods are   methodologies propelled based on the estimation of the latest 

development indices in each field; i.e. documents and reports. Indeed, documents and reports have been 

categorized as the most trustworthy scientific sources in each field [19,6]. Consequently, document analysis can 

be assumed as the best approach to evaluate and scrutinize the indices, targets and macro policies in sports 

industry. In other words, policy assessment and cooperative pattern, between executive and competitive parts of 

sports industry and the universities, seem so essential to activate them in the practical and functional direction 

and leverage of theoretical developing methods of country’s sports industry. Undoubtedly, no implementation of 

scientific and practical research and surveys, in different sections of executive and competitive parts of sports 

industry, will lead to disordered programming and unspecialized schedules which result in retarding the 

development of our country’s sports. Really, sports and exercise are one of the considerable social foundations 

in the society and universities; are the best academic places to interrogate the impediments of this field 

scientifically. It seems that the level and procedure of cooperation between these two institutions will reveal the 

final success or failure of sports development studies. Therefore, scrutiny of disseminated documents of the 

collaboration between sports industry and universities will shed light on their synergy and reciprocal 

cooperative structures.  In this paper, as the lack of cooperation between sports industry and universities has 

been supposed as the key problem; the researchers have tried to examine the association and correlation of 

previously aforementioned two entities by observing and anatomizing the disseminated documents like reports, 

proofs, interviews, archival resources and comparing the organizational charts to illuminate and propound the 

favorite and logical structural model for the collaboration between our country’ sports industry and universities. 

In fact, the main purpose of this research has been designated to elucidate and initiate a systemic structure and 

model for the cooperation and collaboration between sports industry and academic environment to enhance their 

synergy and hence; reinforcing and boosting the sports development  in Iran. 

 

Methodology: 

 The methodology that has been in this paper is descriptive strategically, implemented through document 

analysis within practical approach, and has been mainly propelled library based in regards of gathering data and 

essential information. In fact, in this research the released documents and reports by the universities and 

sporting organizations have been anatomized precisely. These documents have been taken from miscellaneous 

sources like archival resources, librarian resources, scientific articles and finally published reports by the sports 

bodies and universities. These types of data have been categorized based on the conceptual, theoretical and 

operational content to illustrate the synergy between industry and university. The next table will elucidate it 

more vividly. 

 The analyzed variables including: the academic and executive experts’ Opinions, the media experts’ ideas 

and released publications and faculty members and university professors’ ideas (organizations and physical 

education universities). The variable of the documents comprising: regulations, organizational charts, and 

annual reports of these organizations. Furthermore, the five-year report of ten prestigious physical education 

universities of Iran was scrutinized that respectively containing: University of Tehran, Shahid Beheshty, 

Kharazmi, Central Branch of Azad University, Tabriz University, Isfahan University, Ferdosi Mashhad 
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University, Gilan University and Razy University. The constraints of this research can be attributed to non-

cooperation of some of organizations and offices to provide the accessibility to all of the necessary documents, 

reports and resources; incomprehension of archival resources and vital recourses and not recording of all of 

reports from both sides. Nonetheless, the achieved resources to apply in this article, 118 archival resources and 

93 documents are reliable enough to run the research.  

 
Table 1: Categorization of applied Documents and Used Resources in terms of Sports Industry and Universities’ Cooperation. 

 
Archive and 

Interviews 

Academic Experts’ 
Opinions 

Executive Experts’ 
Opinions 

Standpoints, 
Critiques, Articles 

Librarian Resources 
and Scientific 

Articles 

 
Total 

31 Interviews 27 Interviews 15 Critiques,  6 

Articles, 17 
Passages 

13 Articles,    9 

Documents 

 

118 

 

 
 

Documents 

Executive Parts 

(Federations, Offices, 
etc) 

Clubs Physical Education 

Faculties 

Other Academic 

Parts 

 

 
 

93 30 Documents 

(Regulations, Targets 

and Charts), 17 
Reports 

15 Documents 

(Targets and 

Charts), 4 Reports 

10 Documents 

(Regulations, 

Targets), 10 Reports 
(for 10 years) 

4 Documents  

(Regulations, 

Targets and Charts), 
3 Reports 

 

Findings: 

 The findings of this survey have been classified through four main analytical groups: 

1. Archival resources and interviews with faculty members and experts in respect of cooperation between 

sports industry and universities 

2. Scrutiny of regulations and reports of sports organizations and academic centers based on their accordance 

with their bylaws, charts and etc.  

3. Interrogation of collaboration and synergy between sports organizations and physical education universities.  

4. Anatomization of the three aforesaid parts and introducing the present structure of cooperation between 

these two parts and propounding the favorite and appropriate model for their collaboration and work. 

 Accordingly, the results have been arranged to portrait the reality systematically and methodically. In this 

respect, the second table will demonstrate the results of anatomization of archival resources, interviews and 

experts’ opinions in both universities and executive and competitive sports bodies. The outcomes signaled that 

academic experts and the journalists’ ideas were in conformity with each other more than the others. Also, the 

critiques in the media have been written mostly to address sports and its down points.  

 
Table 2: Categorization of Archival Resources (Scientific Issues, Interviews, Articles). 

Subjects and Factors The Executives’ standpoints The Faculty Member’ 

Opinions 

The Journalists’ Perspectives 

Production of Knowledge by 

the University 

Partially High Very High High 

 

Mutual Shared Science 

Average Weak Weak 

 

Joint Workforce Performance 

Average Weak Weak 

Applicability of Sports Studies Weak Average Weak 

The Cooperative Structure 
between Two Sides 

Non-flexible in Both sides Non-flexible just in Sports 
Parts 

Non-flexible in Both sides 

The Intellectual Possessive 

Type of Produced Knowledge 

Sports More University More University 

The Willingness in Reciprocal 
Collaboration 

More Sports More University More University 

The Limitations in Their 

Synergy 

More Services More Structures Belonging to Governmental 

Parts 

The need to work together High High High 

Joint Investment Appropriate Symbolic Weak 

The Summery of Collaborative 

Situation 

Partially Weak Weak Weak 

 

 In the Third table, the concentration and accentuation of cooperation in official charts and regulations of 

executive organizations of sports and universities have been noticed. In the second phase, the accordance of 

executive part and its goals in reality has been considered and lastly, based on the released reports the joint and 

mutual partnership has been evaluated. 

 According to the table 3, since setting the targets up to performance of sports organizations there is no 

robust and specific emphasis over the synergy. Also, the responsible unit in the official chart is barely capable of 

collaborating with the other parts. In other words, the volume of joint activities and services with the universities 

are not in accordance with expected level. Actually, the reports have released that the cooperation has been 
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restricted just through sub-organizations. The fourth table has illuminated the cooperation between executive 

parts and universities through a document analysis of released official proofs by the universities and faculties.  
 

Table 3: Interrogation of Bilateral Collaboration between Sports Industry and Universities through Document Analysis of Official Proofs of 

Executive Parts. 

Organization Regulations Charts Reports of Performance 

 
 

 

Former Organization of 
Physical Education 

1. No programming to connect  
the universities and academic 

centers 

2. Emphasis to run research 
just only under organizational 

supervision 

Research center located under 
subcategory of vice 

presidential part of  

communications, Training and 
Cultural issues 

Projects, Publications, Joint 
Work Forces etc (limited with 

low quality) 

 
 

 

 
 

Ministry of Sports 

 
 

 

Stressing the scientific 
collaboration with the other 

parts (Article 11) 

 
 

 

Center for Strategic Studies 
and Research 

1.The most of the studies 
revolve around the policies of 

the organizations 

2. Projects are mainly done 
under  specific reservations 

like: organizational possession 

or supervision (with low 
quality) 

 

National Olympic Committee 

Making connection with the 

other organizations to propel 

the targets and reach them 
(Article 20) 

 

 

Research centers 

Publication, Quarterly, 

Seminars etc (with average and 

low quality) 

Former Physical Education 

Office s of Provinces 

Research tasks have barely 

defined 

 

Research centers 

Projects, Workshops etc 

(limited with low quality) 

Office of Sports and Youth of 

the Provinces 

There are researchers to run 

the projects 

 

Research centers 

Projects, Workshops etc 

(limited with low quality) 

 

Municipalities 

In regards of games, sporting 

facilities and equipments… 

Education and research part Projects, Publications, Places 

(limited with low quality) 

 

Clubs 

 

No enough emphasis 

There is no professional part Clubs’ issues, symbolic 

activities (limited with low 

quality) 

 
Conclusion 

Scarce accentuation over 
mutual synergy with the 

academic environment 

Partially No specific units More research and 
publications with low and 

inadequate quality 

 
Table 4: Interrogation of Bilateral Collaboration between Sports Industry and Universities through Document Analysis of Released Official 

Proofs by Faculties and Universities 

Organization Regulations Charts Reports of Performance 

Research Center of Physical 

Education 

1.Scrutiny and recognition of research 

needs in accordance with society’s 
requirements 

2.Development and expansion of 

sports research 

 

Designation of an office 
for contacts with industry 

and federations 

Contracts with some 

organizations mostly in terms 
of cultural dimensions 

(Average and good) 

Faculties of Physical 

Education 

Active performance to make 

country’s sports more scientific 

No specific unit Projects, seminars (Limited 

with low quality) 

Sports Federation for 

University Students 

Emphasis on cooperation with 

organization 

Research centers Weak performance (Limited 

with low quality) 

Department of Physical 

Education of Ministry of 

Science 

No obvious program or schedule No specific unit Projects, internship (Limited 

with low quality) 

Results Accentuation over practical research 

and studies 

No proper structure for 

correlation with 

organization 

More workshops (Limited with 

low quality) 

 

 According to the table 4, firstly the universities have prioritized their correlation with executive parts; 

secondly they have matched their organizational units in correspondence with their goals and lastly, based on 

the reports of their units, they have considered the type and amount of joint activity with sports bodies and 

executive parts. In this respect, analysis of disseminated results by the faculties and universities demonstrate that 

there is no meaningful accentuation over collaboration with sports bodies; since the set of the goals up to the 

performance of designated units. Also, the allocated units in organizational charts were barely able to deal with 

sports bodies through a cooperative form; and more importantly the joint activities and provided services have 

been observed as low quality which is not in standard level.  In fact, the cooperation has been run just through 

micro-organizations rather than macro-level. 

 Consequently, the next table (table 5) has been utilized to clarify the synergy among ten high prestigious 

universities with physical education organization since 1386 up to 1391; based on the examination of their 

reports. Actually, according to the scrutiny of the results; the boards of sporting groups have been observed as 

the most active academic units in collaboration with sports organizations and executive parts. However, there is 
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no noteworthy statistics in regards of entrepreneurship and internship in terms of dynamic assistance between 

universities and sports industry.  
 
Table 5: Anatomization of 10 High Prestigious Universities of Iran Since 1386 up to 1391 

The Type of 

Cooperation 

Annual Average For Each University Total The Most Active 

Organization 

Coaching Classes 73/2 36/6 366 Boards of  Sports 
Groups 

 

Research project 

 

45 

 

22/5 

 

225 

Organizations of 

Physical Education 

Seminars and 
Conferences 

 
3 

 
1/5 

 
15 

National Olympic 
Committee 

Trainers working in both 

sectors 

Partially Constant 12/1 121 Boards of  Sports 

Groups 

Faculty Members 
working in both sectors 

 
Partially Constant 

 
12/2 

 
92 

 
Boards of  Sports 

Groups 

Internship and 
entrepreneurship (for 

students) 

  
Unknown 

 
Unknown 

Organizations of 
Physical Education 

 

Publication (volume) 

 

114/2 

 

27/1 

 

271 

National Olympic 

Committee 

 

Workshops 

 

46/6 

 

23/3 

 

233 

Organizations of 

Physical Education 

Others - - - - 

 

 Eventually, the outcomes of the research and librarian studies reveal the subsequent structural model of 

synergy and cooperation between academic environment and sports industry which has been illustrated more 

vividly in the next figure. In this model, three collaborative structures have been clarified: 

1. The first route includes NOC (National Olympic Committee) and its subcategories linked to the 

universities. This route should have been organized for practical and scientific association between sports bodies 

and universities; elite cultivating, talent finding, and provision of more bilateral cooperation between these two 

entities. Nonetheless, the present model hardly elucidates such cooperation and mutual work.    

2. The second course, the interaction between the main body of the sport and the ministry of sports 

(governmental part) has been illuminated. This course should have been directed in correspondence with macro 

development policies of the country and national and provincial development indicators to pave the groundwork 

for more synergy between these two parts. Nevertheless, the current structure lacks such a coherent policy. 

3. The third conduit has been specified to demystification of correlation and cooperation between academic 

environment and sports industry (production, companies, services and etc); significantly privatized ones. The 

results have elucidated that these connections are run just for the sake of advertisement.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Existing Macro-Model of Collaboration between Sports Industry and its Executive Parts with the 

Universities and Academic Environment. 
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Fig. 2: The Eligible Macro-Structural Model of Cooperation between University and Sports Industry. 

 

 Actually, in the first route there is more collaboration between sports industry and universities in terms of 

publication and training. In the second path; both sides have more in common in terms of practical fields and 

research projects. The third line has been erected more in regards of provision of services. Furthermore, the 

existing model asserts that this model is scarcely in equivalence with its standardized overseas model; in terms 

of organizational structure and hierarchical organizations. However, in the second figure the desirable and 

standardized model of synergy and cooperation between sports industry and academic environment has been 

illustrated; saliently based on the models of developed countries in compliance with the present sports structure 

of Iran. 

 In the optimal proposed model, NOC and its subcategories, Ministry of Sports and its following categories 

and finally Private Sector and its subcategories have been considered separately. Furtheremore, based on the 

model of  advanced countries a central physical education university has been observed and inserted too. Also, 

the sports ministry is mainly combined with Organizations such as Tourism and Recreation. The collaboration 

in this model is propelled through: 1. Route 1: It has been observed for to lay the groundwork for the synergy 

between universities and official organizations to provide essential academic knowledge and research for sports 

organizations and in return; provision of enough financial aid and support for universities. All of them have 

been considered to reduce dependency of them to abroad and overseas help and guidance. This route includes 

research projects up to strategic planning and macro research for sports development of the country. Line 2, 

comprises of anatomizing the cooperation between universities and NOC. In fact, the collaboration between 

these two parts in this section has been considered through their independence of the government to fulfill the 

goals of NOC   and university. This route can be utilized mostly for the implementation of research projects, 

intervention of universities in executive issues and activities of NOC and national Olympic academy and finally 

representation of the common seminars to share their accomplishments. The route 3 has been designated to 

elucidate the cooperation between universities and private sector. This part essentially consists of synergy 

between sports clubs enjoying professional structure, sports industry including productive companies and the 

service sector and generally the private sector to produce and give services with applied and practical research 

bases.  
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Conclusion: 

 The current survey has been done to investigate the cooperation and collaboration between academic 

environment (universities) and sports industry (executive and competitive parts) through document analysis 

approach. The main accentuation of policies, programs and the madia has been devoted to the freedom and 

latitude of the universities and the support of Higher Educational System. Nonetheless, the overcontrol of the 

universities by the governemnt can be measured as the most outstanding factor to influence the relationship 

between universities and executive parts [3]. In this regard, the document analysis in juxtaposition with scrutiny 

of academic experts, jurnalists and elites’ ideas and viewpoints reveal that the coperation between sports and 

academic environemnt is not so flexible and is propelled in a theoretical form rather than in its appropriate form. 

In addition, the present situation of research and study in terms of sports in our country needs more clear and 

effective direction and these research and projects   should be run through demand-driven and customer-oriented 

trajectory. At the moment, the most paramount priority of cooperation between universities and sports industry 

has been allocated to achieving service goals whereas it has been dedicated to train professional people and 

coaches to take charge of the sports industry [20,21,22].  

 Scrutiny of the effective issues in respect of impactting cooepration between academic environment and 

universitis with non-academic environemnt, based on document analysis of librerian document and archival 

resources based on the experts of three fields, has depicted that the journalists and academic experts’ ideas are 

more in harmony towards sports. It can be primarily attributed to this issue that research, critique, news and 

discussions have the same intrinsic approch. Therefore, it is not far from clear why they have more in common 

in comparison with executive managers. Additionally, the production of knowledge in terms of sports from the 

perspective of three parts in our country has been evaluated in a high level and supported by document analysis 

and annual statistics. Nonetheless, Sharing of knowledge between two entities has been assessed fragile and 

undesirable. This fact reads that channels of communication between these two entities have barely appropriate 

or even enough function. However, the interviewees’ opinions reflect that there is no strong concern and interest 

in both sides to consolidate their correlation and hence, cooperation. In regards of the reports of joint workforces 

between two sections; the workforces of the executive part have been generally evaluated well-performed. 

Actually, these people can have key roles to strengthen the cooperation between two parts and updating the 

programs of the executive parts of sports; application of produced knowledge in sports faculties and finally 

reinforcing and deepening the publications of the universities. In this regard, investigation of the structures of 

some overseas countries and their macro level of Management (Spain and Belarus and etc) has marked this 

approach more [11]. At any rate, the most noticeable achievement of this research can be attributed to low 

applicability of academically produced sporting knowledge. Consequently, Arasteh has observed the 

implementation of applied research as the utmost basic principle to consolidate and reinforce the correlation 

between industry and university [2]. Therefore, it seems that there are more challenges for the cooperation 

between sports industry and universities in comparison with the other parts. Also, Analysis of the structure of 

these two parts is another neglected aspect in terms the collaboration between these two bodies. The summery of 

the viewpoints of three aforementioned fields have shown that the limited intellectual possession of knowledge 

has been regarded to be in the hands of the universities; and services have been considered to be under 

authorities and control of the industry. This situation has exacerbated the situation for a provision of a dynamic 

synergy between these two parts.  Subsequently, Arasteh asserts that to pave the way for more permanent and 

stable cooperation between these two bodies; there should be regulations to determine their boundaries; 

significantly in terms of patent and intellectual property.  Actually, the most of the studies in the field of sports 

industry and their patent and intellectual property have been regarded as a joint work between these two units 

with no delimitation.  

 There is an irrefutable disagreement in terms of the Component of the joint venture among three scopes. 

However, the ideas of the media and the universities are more convergent rather than the other parts. 

Correspondingly, the problem can be stemmed from sports bodies and sports industry. In fact, the sports 

industry have observed the common research, projects and studies in cooperation with academic environment 

and universities based on some specific criteria subject to the  joint venture. Indeed, the tendency of the studies 

and their topics, direction and their implementation fluctuate between sports industry and universities’ interests 

and viewpoints but; the media confirms more the approach of the academic environment and universities. In 

fact, there are some challenges which thwart the academic experts in reaching and implementing their goals. 

One of those problems and challenges can be attributed to the specialization in sports. In other words, sports 

bodies have accredited their present problems to the academic parts and their low quality services and vice-

versa; the academic experts have attributed these obstacles in a dynamic cooperation to structural models. 

However, the analysis of the media’s archival resources release that these problems and low or even no qualified 

synergy and cooperation between these two pars stem from their entity i.e. belonging to governmental bodies 

rather than private sectors. Actually, it can interpreted that all of aforementioned tribulations can be interpreted 

as key barrier to pave the way for more active collaboration between sports industry and universities. 

Nonetheless, each part recognizes the main problems and prioritizes them based on its own criteria and 
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perspectives.  For example, Faez et al.; Arasteh; Bagheri have largely imputed these impediments to belonging 

to governmental parts (rather than involvement of private sectors) and structural model of cooperation. In 

conclusion, by scrutinizing of released and accessible documents; archival resources and interviews, this study 

has evaluated the current cooperation and synergy between these units so fragile and delicate and hence. 

Consequently; this survey has ascribed the main obstacle of the development of sports industry in Iran to this 

barrier. In this regard, the table 3 depicts that there is no appropriate and subtle collaboration between these 

units; significantly within regulations and considered goals and targets by the executive parts. Nevertheless, it is 

justifiable and seems natural; predominantly due to the lack of strategic management in accordance with 

structural changes of the sports of country in different decades. Regulations should be set up based on the 

hierarchical and classified documents and macro planning programs. In addition; the organizational charts and 

structural design should be arranged in equivalence to regulations to accelerate the diverse units’ efforts in 

reaching their predefined goals and their implementation.   

 In this respect, the anatomization of the targets; organizational charts and the reports of the different 

academic units and faculties, in regards of their cooperation with spots industry in table 4, elucidates that there 

is no vivid and strong emphasis between the collaboration between academic units and clubs; federations and 

sporting organizations to have or propel joint and practical studies.  Also, structurally adequate and effective 

administrative units have not been defined to do research projects. The most profound synergies between these 

two units have been summarized in the activities of Institute of Physical Education and summoning by the 

organizations to convene the experts to present their academic work (revolving about a particular topic or issue  

Therefore, in revising such cases and problems; there should be more attention to this fact. However, since the 

university is the main and responsible entity in the field of production, publication and services; it looks that the 

schematization of vital academic regulations; targets; charts and performances should be managed by the 

universities and academic bodies. Unfortunately, unlike the overseas sports college, in Iranian sports college no 

part has been constituted as units with the marketing and commercialization of science. As a result, it strongly 

suggested considering such units to pave the way for more cooperation. According to table 5; the size of the 

collaborative partnerships of the physical education universities with executive parts, among ten prestigious and 

high rank universities in Iran since 2002 up to 2012, has been depicted for more illustration. In terms of 

quantitative reservation, this size of cooperation between these two parts is not sufficient and satisfactory; based 

on the predefined targets for the physical education universities in the comprehensive program of sports 

development in Iran. The synergy in terms of publication has been designated to convene research projects by 

the organization within unilateral property. The size of partnership between these two bodies, in regards of 

coaching classes, research projects, seminars, conferences, the employed faculty and coaching staff of the two 

parts, publication and workshops, has been considered and evaluated in its prominent and high level. 

Consequently; since the cooperation between sports industry and academic bodies is so meager; based on the 

released proofs and current evidences and perspectives; reasonably the accomplished cooperation has been 

performed within low quality or irrespective of synergic goals, i.e. referring to one organization just as a key 

organization in each of the areas of their cooperation. Consequently; it is strongly recommended doing a subtle 

pathology to find the main roots of this lack of cooperation. Undoubtedly; the current schematic and conceptual 

model of collaboration between sports industry and academic units of Iran represents deficient and non-flexible 

structure. This non-flexibility fundamentally has been ascribed to the governmental features of partially whole 

of the parts or in the other hand, no existence of private sectors [3]. Consequently; restructuring and 

privatization of the sports for more specialization in tandem with changing the structural models of the 

universities and academic parts within research based paradigms and application would be able to change the 

current model to expected model 2. Presently; NOC is hardly independent from sports ministry whereas in the 

developed countries private sectors and governmental parts; clubs; sports industry and NOC enjoy independent 

structures which facilitate their cooperation with each other and academic bodies. In the second figure (ideal 

model of cooperation among different parts to develop the sports of Iran) such model has been introduced and 

considered theoretically. In fact figure 2 has been put forward based on the model of successful developed 

countries in terms of the correlation and coherent collaboration in the structure of their executive parts, private; 

governmental and public sector in its association with academic parts.  

 Generally and based on the results; it can be concluded that the balance between education and research of 

the cooperation between sports industry and universities has been typically anchored in problem-based issues 

(sports issues) rather than research projects. Moreover, there is barely obvious and logic association between 

these two entities that has been considered as the overwhelming impediment in developing the sports of Iran.   

Therefore, the research projects of the universities should be investigated and done in more practical ways for 

sports industry; provision of an adequate structure and milieu for collaboration and finally holding joint 

seminars and conferences to reinforce this relationship and partnership. In this respect, concentration on 

qualitative research rather than quantitative research in producing scientific productions and outcomes; pursuing 

a particular research area profoundly and also discerning this fact that the journals have high tendency to publish 

specific topics; totally specify the academic direction of the researchers to encourage them for working on the 
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topics with high potentiality to be published by the organizations. It can be constituted as a bilateral procedure 

which academic units try to recognize the problems and requests of the sports in society and even propound 

some practical and realistic solutions for them and in the other hand, the managers and experts of the sports 

industry and executive organizations make efforts to accept the results of these studies and implement them 

systemically. Actually, the utilization of the academic studies to develop and ameliorate the sports industry in 

Iran; is principally dependent on how believable and trustworthy are evaluated the results of their studies by the 

managers. It would have an irrefutable influence on cultivation and progress of the sports industry; in addition to 

generating enough motivations to expand these scientific studies through private investments by the 

organizations.  Also, as the most significant and salient barriers in the development and improvement of sports 

in Iran; the ensuing factors have been observed as the main and key obstacles: 1. High tendency of the faculty 

members to remunerative activities for the sake of economic constraints (social-individual factors); 2. No 

provision of essential and basic facilities for the faculty members of physical education universities to 

participate in international conferences, more emphasis of the institution of higher education to train rather than 

doing research projects (professional-skilful factors); 3. No attention to the topics of the research projects, done 

by the universities, by the executive managers as a result of their lack of interest and no exploitation of sports 

experts in the field of sports management in Iran; no close correlation and cooperation between domestic 

universities and international research centers (Organizational-official factors); 4.Dearth of professional and 

well-equipped research centers in Iran (Factors of Facilities and equipments); 5.Low proportion of research in 

sports funding (Economic-financial factors). As a matter of fact; the government has been obliged to devote 2% 

of GDP to establish and invest in a comprehensive system of research and technology in Country, through the 

law of fourth development program, which should be interspersed with the following factors: 1. Sports’ Support 

of university; 2. Support of trust-building cooperation; 3.Change of the academic structures; 4.Founation of 

collaborative regulation; and totally research and development.  Ultimately; for more and better cooperation and 

synergy between sports industry and universities the following reservations are robustly suggested taking into 

consideration: 

1. Creation of research opportunities in executive and industrial parts of sports 

2. Establishment of research units; creation of a technology park adjacent to the Physical Education 

Universities 

3. Student Internships 

4. Exploitation of fully experienced and professional executive managers in academic units 

5. Scientific inspections 

6. Considering executive and administrative activities to promote faculty members’ scientific grade as well as 

students 

7. Defining the problems and issues of sports through research projects, Sports Alumni Association 
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